
The Case of a Corporate Moron: 

How Cermaq Abused the Canadian Courts 

By Elena Edwards  

It is hard to say at which point during the 20 day trial of Don Staniford vs Mainstream Canada that 
lawyer David Wotherspoon, representing Cermaq/Mainstream Canada for Fasken law firm, must have 
realized he had taken a case that could not be won. 

When Mr. Wotherspoon first sent the letter to Don Staniford demanding an apology to his clients 
for statements in which the Norwegian salmon farming industry was named, he surely must have 
thought the threat of legal action would be enough to intimidate Staniford into retracting claims 
in GAAIA’s (Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture) “Salmon Farming Kills” campaign. 

. 

What Wotherspoon perhaps failed to take into account was that on the radar of Staniford’s years 
of global campaigning against the negative impacts of salmon farming, Mainstream Canada was 
but a blip on the radar of the main culprit; the Norwegian salmon farming industry as a whole. 

The response Wotherspoon received was not what Wotherspoon expected; 

http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/wild-salmon-first-blogs/63-staniford-wins-case-against-cermaq
http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/wild-salmon-first-blogs/63-staniford-wins-case-against-cermaq
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2011/07/salmon-farming-kills-lawsuit-cermaq-in-the-dock-in-canada.html
http://www.cermaq.com/portal/wps/wcm/connect/cermaqen/home/fishfarming/
http://www.fasken.com/vancouver/
http://salmonfarmingkills.com/salmon-farming-kills


 

On the 23rd March, 2011, following “the finger” reply, Don Staniford was sent a Notice of Civil 
Claim. 
 

http://msc.khamiahosting.com/sites/default/files/Staniford_Notice%20of%20Civil%20Claim.pdf
http://msc.khamiahosting.com/sites/default/files/Staniford_Notice%20of%20Civil%20Claim.pdf


 

Nearly one year later, court was in session. On Feb.3, 2012, day 15 in court, Wotherspoon began 
his cross examination of Mr. Staniford by pushing for admittance that the response of the 
"finger" was “disrespectful”. Staniford’s response was as follows: 

“I considered how I would respond over the weekend and the five-day period you gave me. 
You gave a deadline of 1:00 o'clock on the 23rd of March. I assembled a huge document that I 
at one stage was going to reply to you directly. And I considered it very, very carefully in the 
context of a very serious, legal threat which I considered a SLAPP suit, and at 1:00 o'clock on 
the deadline I sent you this finger cigarette [pack], and I wasn't clear until the last minute 
which reply would be sent. But I replied in a manner that I saw fitting to your letter of the 18th 
of March, which is a blatant SLAPP suit, and accused me of false information and inaccurate 
information. And I think you got what you deserved.” 

The huge document Mr. Staniford referred to addressed each of the purported “defamatory” 
statements claimed by Cermaq/Mainstream Canada and stated that: 

“GAAIA honestly believes that the peer-reviewed scientific studies, documentary evidence, 
published papers, public register material and other published and privately-held information 
backs up the case that ‘Salmon Farming Kills’. GAAIA firmly believes that there are no “false 
statements of fact” and that it is correct, in view of the global dominance of Norwegian 
companies, to label the cigarette-style salmon farming packets as ‘Norwegian-owned’.” 

http://msc.khamiahosting.com/sites/default/files/Staniford_Notice of Civil Claim.pdf


While Wotherspoon received the finger, the 60 plus page response was sent to the CEO of Cermaq, 
the Norwegian Minister of Trade and Industry, Managing Director of EWOS, and the King of 
Norway. 

 

For reasons unknown, Cermaq/Mainstream Canada chose to take particular offense to the 
“Salmon Farming Kills” campaign images sent out in a press release in January of 2011 even though 
it was clear that the campaign was in no way specific to Mainstream Canada but addressed 
“Norwegian Owned” salmon farms, of which Mainstream Canada just happens to be operating as 
part of, also being the one Norwegian company in B.C. in which the Norwegian government has 
43.5% ownership.  

http://www.ecobc.org/~DOCUMENTS/Documents_2011/To_Norway_Staniford.pdf
http://www.gaaia.org/salmon-farming-kills
http://www.ecobc.org/~DOCUMENTS/Documents_2011/To_Norway_Staniford.pdf


 

Mary Ellen Walling of the BC Salmon Farmers Association had responded to the campaign by 
saying to the Times Colonist, “We are not planning to respond to those ads.We think they are 
quite immature, inappropriate and irrelevant. We are not taking them seriously at all”. 

Ms. Walling went on to become one of the witnesses for Cermaq/Mainstream Canada in the trial 
against GAAIA and Don Staniford, along with other witnesses for the salmon farming industry, 
all who seemed unprepared to provide an honest or valid defense of the salmon farming industry. 
Lise Bergan, spokesperson for Cermaq HQ in Norway, was nearly dismissed as a credible 
witness as she refused in testimony to admit that salmon farming might be controversial to 
others. 



 

[Left: Ms. Walling of BCSFA. Right: ex Cermaq CEO Geir Isaksen and Cermaq spokesperson 
Lise Bergan.] 
 

Throughout the 20 day trial it seemed clear the case against statements made in GAAIA’s 
“Salmon Farming Kills” campaign had very little to go on, as the first week saw Wotherspoon 
ask to reduce the “sting” from 52 perceived allegations (as set out in his Notice of Civil Claim) 
to just 2; “salmon farming kills like smoking” and “salmon farms are cancer”. 

From there, Wotherspoon’s main line of defence was to attack the character of Don Staniford 
and make his corporate client out to be the victim of Staniford's “malice”, bringing up matters 
unrelated to the campaign the defendant was sued upon including blogs written by Mr. Staniford 
during the Cohen Commission. Clearly, Wotherspoon was desperate to paint the worst possible 
picture of Mr. Staniford in the eyes of the court. 

http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/salmon-inquiry/46-cohen-commission-update


 

Had Mr. Wotherspoon paid closer attention to the writing on the proverbial wall he’d have 
realized the truth of what he was getting into and that this case for Cermaq was sunk. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QlPDtaAGYk


[Watch "Hitler Loves Fish Farms Not Activists" here.] 

One need not read too far into the initial claims of plaintiff Cermaq/Mainstream Canada to 
realize that they were blowing smoke, just as Mr. Staniford had claimed the salmon farming 
industry is doing in his “Smoke on the Water, Cancer on the Coast” campaign. 

 

If you can see past the smokescreen, it appears the Norwegian salmon farming industry has 
abused the Canadian courts in an attempt to silence their most outspoken critic. Fortunately for 
justice, they failed in doing so. 

  

“Fair Comment” to say that Salmon Farming Kills: The Ruling of Justice 
Adair 

Justice Adair made the only ruling she could have made; that Don Staniford succeed in his 
defence of fair comment due to his honest belief in the statements he made, statements which were 
directed at the predominantly Norwegian owned fish farming industry which Mainstream 
Canada operates under. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QlPDtaAGYk
http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/F/FairComment.aspx
http://salmonfarmingkills.com/smoke-water


 

In coming to her summary Adair went through the following deliberations; 

 



[Read reasons for judgment in full here.] 

It was clear throughout the 20 day trial and in Justice Adair’s 70 page judgment that she was not a 
fan of Mr. Staniford’s style of campaigning, questioning his character and making statements 
such as the following; 

 

Unfortunately one could also question Justice Adair's judgment in certain areas, such as finding 
BCSFA's claims that "Farmed salmon is natural, nutritious and free of contaminants" to be true 
when evidence shows such statements to be sketchy and misleading at best, and downright false 
in the most accurate meaning of the words. 

 

One could rule that Justice Adair failed to do the research that proves such "facts" to be "blatant 
lies" and "extremely misleading" statements for which Mr. Staniford responded to in his 
campaign with scientific backing. 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/judgment-28-september-2012-adair-re-mainstream-canada-v-staniford-09-28.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/judgment-28-september-2012-adair-re-mainstream-canada-v-staniford-09-28.pdf


 

Adair also indicated her perception that a corporation is akin to a citizen, an opinion that is held 
by the likes of American right wing corporate advocate Mitt Romney and allows for people within 
a corporation to hide behind a corporate shield. 

 

In ruling on whether the statements were in fact defamatory of Mainstream Canada, Adair found 
that most of the words used are capable of defamatory meanings. 

 

Given that Mr. Staniford made no apologies for using whatever is available to him to campaign 
against an industry which has been proven destructive in numerous ways, he stood by his words 
with conviction and testified that;  

"...as a campaigner on salmon farming issues, it's my job to focus on salmon farming and 
farmed salmon. And it's a fact that farmed salmon contains cancer-causing chemicals. And 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitt_Romney


the salmon farmers website, BC Salmon Facts, claims that farmed salmon is free 
of contaminants, and that's blatant lies." 

It is also a job that does not have millions of dollars to pay for public adverts as does the salmon 
farming industry, leaving Staniford and others to rely on creativity and public support to ensure 
that the public is informed about the myriad issues that come with salmon farming practices. 

Under cross examination by Wotherspoon, attempts were made to suggest that Staniford did not 
care about the feelings of others, a theme which ran with the belief that corporations are 
"citizens". 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  Justice Adair's ruling indicated otherwise, that she thought that corporations do have feelings as 
she stated that; 

  

The definition of malice reads; 

 

Given that it was Cermaq/Mainstream Canada the corporation that took Mr. Staniford to court 
and not the individuals who work for the corporation, the premise of the lawsuit became murky 
when Wotherspoon worked furiously to make the focus of the case about individuals who felt 
slighted at being caught out as public figures for a controversial industry.  

When Justice Adair ruled on malice she clearly missed the point that both "just cause" and 
"reason" existed in Don Staniford's efforts to expose ill behaviors and wrongful acts of the 
salmon farming industry which results in harm to others. 

Lawyer David Sutherland, well known for his work in cases of libel and advocacy for free 
speech, represented Don Staniford as a champion of free speech, strongly pointing out in his 
closing argument that for Justice Adair to rule that Don Staniford be prevented from posting 
comments on the salmon industry as a whole would be a downright "draconian order". 

In presenting Staniford's case, Sutherland pointed out that his client had instructed his web-
designer for GAAIA to mimic the Global Aquaculture Alliance website, an obvious indication of 
the global nature of Staniford's campaigning.  



 

One need only look at the two web-sites to see the intent of pursuing the global aspect of salmon 
farming to be true. 

 

  

Somehow Justice Adair failed to see what was obvious and stated in her ruling; 

"I do not agree. In my view, the words about which Mainstream complains are capable of 
referring to Mainstream, and they are in fact of and concerning Mainstream." 



Justice Adair also ruled that Staniford's words were defamatory on the basis that; 

"... they would tend to lower Mainstream’s reputation in the eyes of a reasonable person; the 
words in fact referred to Mainstream; and the words were communicated to at least one person 
other than Mainstream."  

In the realm of campaigning against big industrial corporations, that is exactly what any good 
campaigner would set out to do; lower the reputation of those who are profiting off the demise of 
other life forms and leaving a negative impression in the eyes of all reasonable people. 

Mr. Staniford’s defence of fair comment: The basic elements of the defence 

While it would appear in the majority of Justice Adair's judgement that she was entirely in 
favour of the corporation being the victim, David Sutherland brought to light the legality of "fair 
comment" which could not be disputed no matter how much one might dislike the intentions of 
another. 

 Justice Adair laid it out in her ruling as follows: 

"Statements of opinion – a category which has been described as including any deduction, 
inference, conclusion, criticism, judgment, remark or observation which is generally 
incapable of proof – may attract the defence of fair comment:... A defendant claiming fair 
comment must satisfy the following test: (a) the comment must be on a matter of public 
interest; (b) the comment must be based on fact; (c) the comment, though it can include 
inferences of fact, must be recognisable as comment; (d) the comment must satisfy the 
following objective test: could any person honestly express that opinion on the proved facts?; 
and (e) even though the comment satisfies the objective test, the defence can be defeated if the 
plaintiff proves that the defendant was actuated by express malice... WIC expanded the fair 
comment defence by changing the traditional requirement that the opinion be one that a 
“fair-minded” person could honestly hold, to a requirement that it be one that “anyone could 
honestly have expressed,” which, as Chief Justice McLachlin observed, allows for robust 
debate... As Binnie J. put it in WIC (at para. 4), “[w]e live in a free country where people have 
as much right to express outrageous and ridiculous opinions as moderate ones.” 

Following that it states; 
 

“Honest belief” requires the existence of a relationship between the comment and underlying 
facts. The question is whether anyone, however prejudiced the person might be, however 
exaggerated or obstinate the person’s views might be, could honestly express the opinions, 
based on the proven facts" 

Mr. Staniford's lawyer David Sutherland responded to these requirements as follows: 

     (a) Mainstream admits that farmed salmon and salmon farming are matters of public 
interest; 



     (b) a reader would understand the mock cigarette packages, and the commentary quoted in 
the Amended Claim, to be a comment in the nature of a dramatic presentation, and an 
analogy to a warning regime; 

     (c) they are comment (rather than fact) because they are opinion based on Mr. Staniford’s 
research into the field and scientific literature, and arise out of his inferences, deductions and 
conclusions based on his interpretation of the materials, especially the materials identified in 
the particulars; 
 
     (d) Mr. Staniford (and others) could honestly express those opinions based on the proven 
facts; 

     (e) all that the law requires is opinion that could honestly have been expressed on true 
(Binnie J. in WIC uses the word “proven”) facts by a person prejudiced, exaggerated or 
obstinate in his or her views; 

     (f) if Mr. Staniford was an honest man expressing his genuine opinion on a subject of 
public interest then, no matter that his words conveyed derogatory imputations, no matter that 
his opinion was wrong or exaggerated or prejudiced and no matter that it was badly expressed 
so that people read all sorts of innuendo. 

Adair followed to note that; 

"...throughout his submissions, Mr. Sutherland has emphasized the tension between 
protection of reputation, on the one hand, and freedom of expression on the other" 

Adair further considered Sutherland citing comments from Deschamps J. in Bou; 
 

“The concept of defamation requires that the right to the protection of reputation be 
reconciled with the right to freedom of expression, since that which belongs to the former is 
generally taken away from the latter.” 

Sutherland also brought forth the important matter which should have been addressed from the 
start; that the courts not be abused in attempts to settle defamation actions and scientific 
controversies, or in the case of Cermaq, to use the courts to launch SLAPP suits against 
individuals who oppose them. 

 

http://184.172.161.35/~elly/Deschamps%20J.%20in%20Bou%20%20Malhab,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_lawsuit_against_public_participation


Continuing on the deliberation of fair comment Adair notes in her judgement that; 

"Fair comment is a defence that protects defamatory criticisms or expressions of opinion; it 
does not protect defamatory statements of fact... In order to determine whether a defamatory 
imputation can be protected as fair comment, it must be initially determined whether it is 
comment upon given facts or a statement of facts. The distinction is fundamental and must 
absolutely be made because an assertion of facts can never be defended as fair comment..." 

 Adair follows with an observation from Binnie J. on Rafe Mair; 
 

 

On page 46 of Adair's ruling she notes Mr. Sutherland's great emphasis on a concluding 
paragraph in a judgment of Judge Easterbrook, Chief Judge of the US Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals, in which it was said about a libel action over a scientific controversy: 

 "[Plaintiffs] cannot, by simply filing suit and crying 'character assassination!', silence those 
who hold divergent views, no matter how adverse those views may be to plaintiffs' interests. 
Scientific controversies must be settled by the methods of science rather than by the methods 
of litigation… More papers, more discussion, better data, and more satisfactory models – not 
larger awards of damages - mark the path towards superior understanding of the world 
around us." 

Adair continues: 

"Mr. Sutherland argues that there is a direct parallel in this case, and that what Mainstream 
is attempting to do by bringing this action is to silence a critic in the face of scientific 
controversies." 

It is such observations made by Sutherland that lands him as a champion of free speech. 

What's essentially at play in the establishment of "fair comment" is whether the statements 
made by Don Staniford are considered factual statements or are merely expressions of 
opinion, which should be based on fact but seen by an "ordinary reasonable person" as 
comments based upon bare facts and not statements of bare facts alone. 

For all the denial of there being any truth to Staniford's statements in his campaign by the 
plaintiff, and for all of the accusations that Staniford has no proof to back his claims, Mainstream 
then argues the following: 

http://www.lawyersweekly.ca/index.php?section=article&articleid=1517
http://rafeonline.com/
http://swarb.co.uk/lisc/Defam19941994.php


 

Justice Adair follows that comment to note that the flaw in Mainstream's argument emerged 
through the case of British Chiropractic Association v. Singh,:  

 

To read the specifics of the court case that put a big hole in the wind-bag of Wotherspoon's 
argument to deny Staniford "fair comment" as a defence click here. 

Following her conclusion of the legal example given by Sutherland, Adair commented that she 
could understand how Mainstream was "led to argue that they are statements of fact, pure and 
simple" based on Staniford's declarative statements that "Salmon Farming Kills" and "Salmon 
Farming Kills Like Smoking". 

However, she concluded the following (along with additional insults to Staniford): 

 

Prior to her final conclusion, Justice Adair posed the question; 

"Could any person honestly express Mr. Staniford’s opinions based on the proven facts?" 

She responds to that question saying "I have concluded the answer to this question must be yes. 
Mr. Staniford (at least) believes what he says. He expresses his beliefs in the March 23, 2011 
letter to the King of Norway, and in “Smoke on the Water, Cancer on the Coast.” 

 

http://swarb.co.uk/british-chiropractic-association-v-dr-simon-singh-ca-01-apr-2010/
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/judgment-28-september-2012-adair-re-mainstream-canada-v-staniford-09-28.pdf


She follows this with a few more good things to say about Staniford, ("I have no doubt that Mr. 
Staniford is severely prejudiced when it comes to salmon farming. His views are exaggerated 
and obstinate. I express no opinion on whether this makes him an effective campaigner: that is 
for others to judge.") and sums up her findings to say "However, I have concluded that he 
honestly believes the opinions he has expressed." 

Leading to her final conclusion (which followed a few more paragraphs of character 
assassination): 

 

However much Justice Adair disliked defendant Don Staniford and his campaigning objectives, 
she could not deny that Mr. Staniford's intentions were honest and that it was his right to make 
statements about industrial salmon farming practices which are of public interest and backed by 
overwhelming scientific evidence. 

Justice was served for freedom of speech and those campaigning against large destructive 
industries. As Don Staniford said following the win; 

 "This is a victory not just for Don Staniford against Mainstream Canada. This is a victory for 
environmental campaigners, social-justice campaigners across the world." 



 

 There are those who are sympathetic to corporations like Cermaq being subject to the campaigning 
efforts of concerned citizens. However much they might object to PR people being caught out for 
advocating for big destructive practices like salmon farming, they cannot deny that on the final day 
of the 20 day trial the courtroom was filled with individuals who supported Staniford’s efforts to rid 
the oceans of salmon farms. Justice was served in that every one of those individuals may rest 
assured that it is indeed fair comment to suggest that salmon farming kills. 

 

Online via: http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/wild-salmon-first-blogs/63-staniford-wins-
case-against-cermaq  

http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/wild-salmon-first-blogs/63-staniford-wins-case-against-cermaq
http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/news-center/wild-salmon-first-blogs/63-staniford-wins-case-against-cermaq
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